Drug Delivery
DRUG DELIVERY IN WAHINGTON

DEFENSE FROM EXPERIENCED SEATTLE DRUG CRIME ATTORNEYS
Drug delivery is a very serious criminal offense that is treated very seriously by police officers and prosecutors. Drug
delivery is a criminal act that involves the act of selling, delivering or distributing a controlled substance. This type of drug
offense can be charged as either a Federal or State crime depending upon where the drug delivery occurred, and in either
case you risk facing very harsh consequences if convicted.
The specific punishments for drug delivery vary based on a number of factors including the classification or schedule of
drug that was delivered, the geographic location where the drug was delivered, the amount of drug delivered, and whether
or not minors were involved in the delivery act. If you are convicted of drug delivery in Washington, you could face the
following penalties:
Long prison sentences
Large monetary fines
Long probationary / supervision periods
Drug testing / rehabilitation/counseling
Registration as a narcotics offender
Deportation (if not a U.S. citizen)
Search and seizure of property

DRUG DELIVERY CHARGES: WHY YOU NEED LEGAL DEFENSE
If you have been charged with this drug offense, you are going to need a Seattle criminal defense lawyer to represent you.
Finding representation can be a very tough decision because so much depends on the abilities, experience and skills of
your attorney. The lawyers at our Seattle firm have a great deal of experience representing clients who have been charged
with drug delivery or intent to deliver.
It is imperative that your attorney be familiar working with cases involving drug charges because they will be better
equipped to defend you. Drug crime defense tactics are very different than other types of criminal charges and involve a
great deal of specific knowledge about federal and state drug laws. The drug crime defense lawyers at our firm have the
knowledge, skills, and experience necessary to effectively defend you.
Contact a Seattle drug crime attorney today if you have been charged with drug delivery!
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